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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to air-to-air refueling director light systems and, more particularly, an improved director light system for generating more accurate refueling zone and approach information.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Aerial refueling tanker airplanes use aerial refueling booms for transferring fuel to various types of receiving aircraft. The present U.S. Air Force operational tanker fleet (KC-135 and KC-10) utilizes director light systems that provide direction queuing to receiver pilots after contact has been made between the refueling boom nozzle and the receiving aircraft's receptacle. Operation of the director light system is automatic in the contact mode. The director light system includes two light arrays, as shown in FIGURES 1 and 2. The two light arrays include longitudinally positioned lights that display present contact position relative to the optimum contact position. The display presents longitudinal and vertical information important to the pilot of the receiving aircraft. The reference for the presented information is the refueling aircraft. The light arrays may be operated manually by the boom operator using visual cues or by a determination of the present contact position. The present contact position is determined according to refueling boom elevation position and telescopic length sensing of the refueling boom when the refueling nozzle and the receiving aircraft's receptacle are coupled. FIGURES 1 and 2 illustrate the director light systems presently used on KC-135s and KC-10s, respectively. The light assemblies for both the KC-135 and KC-10 are positioned on the lower fuselage just forward of the wing's leading edge. The row of lights on the port side of the aircraft indicates aircraft elevation relative to optimum fueling position. The row of lights on the starboard side of the fuselage indicates refueling boom telescoping position or the aircraft's fore and aft position relative to the optimum refueling point. These systems are effective tools for generating accurate contact position information. Also, they are relatively simple light arrays which are easy for pilots to understand. This ease in understanding helps lessen the receiving pilot's task load, which is already quite large with management of complicated systems internal to the aircraft. However, this system only presents contact position information. Getting to the contact position can be half the battle for receiving aircraft pilots, especially, if that pilot is greatly fatigued or stressed as a result of a difficult sortie, bad weather, or an emergency of some sort.

Also, the boom operator does not receive adequate or any information that may allow the boom operator to direct the receiving aircraft pilot to the contact position. [0003] An improved boom refueling light system is presented in U.S. Patent No. 4,158,885 (hereinafter the '885 patent). The '885 patent includes an optical sensor for sensing receiving aircraft position and two light arrays on the belly of the aircraft. The two light arrays are controlled according to control information generated by the optical sensor and associated components. This system provides useful information through the light array assembly on the refueling aircraft that easily enables the receiving aircraft pilot to judge the receiving aircraft's position relative to the refueling boom. However, as shown in Figure 1 of the '885 patent, the refueling boom can block the electro-optical sensor's line-of-sight to the retroreflector on the receiving aircraft. If the block occurs for a few seconds or more, a disconnect procedure may initiate or the system may continue presenting the last determined receiver aircraft position. In the latter case, the light arrays would therefore display the last determined receiver aircraft position information, which could be dangerously inaccurate. Also, reflectors must be mounted on thousands of receiving aircraft and optical sensor systems mounted onto the tanker aircraft fleet. This and the maintenance required could be prohibitively expensive as compared to just maintaining the old system..

[0004] Accordingly, there is a need for a light system that presents accurate and consistent receiving aircraft and receiving aircraft receiving nozzle pre-contact position information to the pilot of a receiving aircraft at all times during refueling. The approach information provided by the light system to the receiving aircraft pilot should be sufficient to allow the pilot to gradually work the receiving aircraft to a desired position for coupling with the refueling boom. The present invention is directed to providing such a refueling light system.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] In accordance with this invention a method and apparatus for generating visual information for an operator in a first aircraft and a pilot in a second aircraft regarding the second aircraft's position relative to a first aircraft are provided. The apparatus includes a 3-D camera system that generates a real time 3-D video image of the second aircraft. A first memory stores at least one geometric model of at least one aircraft. A selecting device provides selection of a stored geometric model according to the second aircraft type. A display device displays the generated real time 3-D video image and the selected geometric model. A matching device matches the displayed geometric model to the displayed real time 3-D video image. A second memory stores predefined zone information. A processor determines
second aircraft position relative to the stored zone information according to the matched geometric model and generates control signals according to the determined second aircraft position. Director lights mounted on the outside of the first aircraft display position information visible to the pilot of the second aircraft according to the generated control signals.

[0006] In accordance with other aspects of this invention, the zone information includes a predefined elevation plane, a fore/aft plane and an azimuth plane referenced from a predefined point relative to the first aircraft. The control signals include elevation, range and azimuth signals determined according to the determined second aircraft position relative to the predefined elevation plane, fore/aft plane and azimuth plane, respectively.

[0007] In accordance with still other aspects of this invention, the director lights include an elevation lightbar array, a fore/aft lightbar array and an approach lightbar array. The elevation lightbar array illuminates according to the generated elevation signals and the fore/aft lightbar array and approach lightbar array illuminate according to the generated range signals.

[0008] In accordance with other aspects of this invention, the apparatus further includes an image generator for generating an elevation lightbar image according to generated elevation signals, a fore/aft lightbar image and an approach lightbar image according to generated range signals and an azimuth lightbar image according to generated azimuth signals on the display device.

[0009] In accordance with other aspects of this invention, the 3-D camera system includes two CCD cameras mounted to the first aircraft for viewing the airspace below and aft of a predetermined point on the bottom of the first aircraft.

[0010] In accordance with other aspects of this invention, the matching device includes a user interactive device for matching the displayed geometric model to the displayed real time 3-D video image.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0011] The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this invention will become more readily appreciated as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a prior art automated director light system as used on a KC-135;
FIGURE 2 is a pictorial diagram with a blow-up view of a prior art automated director light system as used on a KC-10;
FIGURE 3 is a block diagram of an automated director light system formed in accordance with the present invention;
FIGURE 4 is a side perspective view of a refueling operation using an automated director light system formed in accordance with the present invention;
FIGURE 5 is a bottom perspective view of the refueling operation of FIGURE 4;
FIGURE 6 is a perspective view of the bottom of the refueling aircraft as seen by the receiving aircraft pilot;
FIGURE 7 is a diagram of the director light arrays of the embodiment of the invention shown in FIGURES 4-6;
FIGURES 8 and 9 are views of the bottom of the refueling aircraft;
FIGURE 10 is a screen shot illustrating the objects displayed on the boom operator's monitor;
FIGURE 11 is a flow diagram illustrating the operation of the present invention;
FIGURES 12 and 13 are partial screen shots from the boom operator display;
FIGURES 14 and 15 are side views of refueling range zones designated geometry;
FIGURES 16 and 17 are side views of refueling elevation zones designated geometry; and
FIGURES 18 and 19 are bottom views of refueling azimuth zones designated geometry.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0012] As will be better understood from the following description, the present invention is directed to an automated director light system for aerial refueling that provides greater information to receiving aircraft pilots during flight through an approach zone to a refueling hookup position. As shown in FIGURE 3, the automated director light system includes a central processing unit (CPU) 70, a camera system 72, directing light system 78, a boom operator interface 74 and memory 76.

[0013] The CPU 70 includes a processor 84 and a zone boundary logic file 85. The camera system 72 includes left and right charge coupled device (CCD) cameras 90 and 91, a video image processor 80 and an image generator 81. The boom operator interface 74 includes a user interface device 82 and a monitor 83. The directing light array system 78 includes a switching unit 86 and light arrays 88.

[0014] As shown in FIGURES 4 and 5, the two CCD cameras 90 and 91 are mounted approximately adjacent to each other on a fixed platform within faired housings attached to the lower aft fuselage of a refueling aircraft 94. The cameras 90 and 91 include lenses having remotely operated focus and zoom capability. Each of the cameras has a three-dimensional (3-D) field of vision cone 96 and 98 located aft and below the refueling aircraft 94. Preferably the
apex angle of the cones is 35°. The 3-D cones 96 and 98 encompass a three-dimensional refueling envelope 100, a contact envelope 102, the refueling boom 104, the receiving aircraft 106 and an approach zone the receiving aircraft enters into prior to beginning refueling operations. The receiving aircraft 106 includes a boom nozzle receiver 107 capable of coupling to the refueling boom 104 in order to accomplish fuel transfer.

[0015] Located on the lower forward fuselage of the refueling aircraft 94 is the director light array 88. The director light array 88 is positioned to be clearly viewable by the pilot of the receiving aircraft 106, as shown by line-of-sight line 105. As shown in FIGURE 6, the director light array 88 includes an approach zone lightbar 110, an elevation lightbar 112, a fore/aft position lightbar 114, four longitudinal reflectors 116-119 and two lateral reflectors 122 and 124. The approach zone lightbar 110 is located on the aircraft's centerline 126. The first longitudinal reflector 116 extends forward from the approach zone lightbar 110 to approximately the point on the refueling aircraft 94 where the fuselage bends toward the nose of the aircraft or the furthest forward point on the refueling aircraft 94 viewable by the pilot in the receiving aircraft 106 when on a refueling approach profile. The second longitudinal reflector 117 extends aft from the approach zone lightbar 110 to approximately the base of the boom 104. The elevation lightbar 112 is longitudinally positioned on the port side of the fuselage. The third longitudinal reflector 118 extends from the aft end of the elevation lightbar 112 to a position forward of the base of the boom 104. The fore/aft lightbar 114 is longitudinally positioned on the starboard side of the refueling aircraft 94. The fourth longitudinal reflector 119 extends from the aft end of fore/aft lightbar 114 to a position forward of the base of the boom 104. The aft ends of the elevation and fore/aft lightbars 112 and 114 are located at longitudinal positions approximately equal to the forward portion of the approach zone lightbar 110, as shown in FIGURES 5, 7 and 8.

[0016] As shown in FIGURE 9, each lightbar of the director light array 88 includes multiple lights of various geometry and color. In the illustrated embodiment of the invention, the approach zone lightbar 110 includes six longitudinally arranged lights. The lights in all the lightbars are arranged longitudinally. The aft light FA is square with a blue "F" on a white background. All letters on the lights are readable by the pilot in the receiving aircraft 106. The remaining lights of the approach zone lightbar 110 are trapezoidal-shaped lights that point toward the nose of the aircraft. The trapezoidal-shaped lights are numbered fore to aft, RF4-RF8. Lights RF4-RF8 are cyan color.

[0017] The fore/aft lightbar 114 includes nine separate lights. At the ends of the fore/aft lightbar are lights that display a single letter. The aft light FE is square with a blue "F" on a white background. The fore light AL is square with a blue "A" on a white background. Next to the lettered lights AL and FE are red square lights RA3 and RF3, respectively. Forward of square light RF3 are two trapezoidal-shaped cyan colored lights RF1 and RF2. Lights RF1 and RF2 point to the nose of the aircraft. Aft of light RA3 are also two trapezoidal-shaped cyan colored lights RA2 and RA1 that point to the tail of the aircraft. Light RA2 is forward of light RA1 and light RF1 is forward of light RF2. The final light of the fore and aft lightbar is a green-colored, square-shaped light ROPT located between lights RA1 and RF1. The long side of light ROPT is parallel to the centerline of refueling aircraft 94.

[0018] The elevation lightbar 112 also includes nine lights similar in shape and position to those of the lights in the fore and aft lightbar. The only difference between the geometric shape of lights in the elevation lightbar 112 and that of the lights in the fore/aft lightbar 114 is that the trapezoidal-shaped lights are triangular shaped. In the elevation lightbar 112, the light DL is a blue "D" on a white background. The forward light UL is a blue "U" on a white background. Inside the lettered lights UL and DL are lights HB3 and HA3, respectively. Lights HB3 and HA3 are colored red. Aft of light HB3 are the triangular lights HB2 and HB1. Forward of light HB3 are lights HA2 and HA1. Light HB2 is forward of HB1, and light HA1 is forward of HA2. Lights HA1, HA2, HB1 and HB2 are yellow. Finally, located between lights HB1 and HA1 is the green rectangular-shaped light HOPT.

[0019] The lateral reflectors 122 and 124 (FIGURE 6) extend orthogonal from the outer edge of the elevation and fore/aft lightbars 112 and 114. The lateral reflectors 122 and 124 are positioned on the fuselage slightly forward of lights HOPT and ROPT. The lateral reflectors 122 and 124 have greater thickness than the longitudinal reflectors 116-119. Lateral reflector locations slightly forward of lights HOPT and ROPT allow the pilot to view the lateral reflectors 122 and 124 as if they were collocated with lights HOPT and ROPT, if the receiving aircraft is on optimum approach profile.

[0020] As noted above and shown in FIGURE 3, the boom operator interface 74 includes an interface device 82 and a monitor 83. The boom operator monitor 83 displays an image of the type shown in FIGURE 10. The image includes a 3-D image 140 created from data generated by the camera system 72, a selected geometric model 146, an image of the pilot viewed director light array 147 and an azimuth lightbar 148. The 3-D image 140 includes the objects present in the camera's field of view, specifically, an image of the refueling boom 142 and an image of the receiving aircraft 144. The image of the pilot viewed director light array 147 includes a first lightbar 110a that corresponds to the approach lightbar 110, a second lightbar 112a that corresponds to the elevation lightbar 112 and a third lightbar 114a that corresponds to the fore/aft lightbar 114. The azimuth lightbar 148 supplies the boom operator with information regarding lateral aircraft receptacle position relative to the optimum refueling position. The origin and processing of information for the objects displayed in FIGURE 10 are described in more detail below with respect to FIGURE 11. The azimuth lightbar 148 is displayed as a generated image horizontally only on the boom operator display. In the illustrated em-
bodiment of the invention, the azimuth lightbar 148 includes triangular lights AR1, AR2, AL3 and AL4, and rectangular light AOPT. Located on the right side of the azimuth lightbar 148 are lights AL3 and AL4 which point to the left. Light AL3 is further left than AL4. Located to the left are lights AR1 and AR2. Light AR2 is further right than AR1 and lights AR1 and AR2 point to the right. Lights AR1, AR2, AL3 and AL4 are amber or yellow colored. Located between AR2 and AL3 is green colored light AOPT.

[0021] FIGURE 11 illustrates the process performed by the present invention. First, a real-time 3-D image of the refueling aircraft is generated, at block 156. Then at block 158, a geometric model image that corresponds to the receiver aircraft is retrieved from memory. The first two steps are described in more detail below with respect to FIGURE 12. Next, the geometric model image is matched to the 3-D aircraft image and the system tracks the 3-D aircraft image, at block 160. The steps of block 160 are described in more detail below with respect to FIGURE 13. Then, the system determines aircraft receptacle position relative to optimum boom contact point according to the tracking geometric model image and refueling zone information, at block 162. Finally, the system controls the director light array according to the determined receptacle position, at block 164. The final two steps are described in more detail below with respect to FIGURES 14-19.

[0022] FIGURES 12 and 13 are parts of the display shown on the boom operator's monitor 83 that illustrate a 3-D image 140 including the boom 142 and the receiving aircraft 144 and a geometric model image 146. The video image processor 80 receives digitized video images from the pair of CCD cameras 90 and 91 and generates real-time combined 3-D video images. The digitized video images include the objects viewed by the CCD cameras 90 and 91 within the vision cones 96 and 98, specifically, the boom 104 and the receiving aircraft 106. The image generator 81 then generates the images 142 and 144 on the boom operator's monitor 83.

[0023] The boom operator uses the boom operator interface device 82 to retrieve a stored geometric model that corresponds to the receiving aircraft 106. As will be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the computer art, a number of methods may be used for retrieving a stored geometric model. For example, the boom operator's monitor may include a graphical user interface such as a pull-down menu, that lists the aircraft geometric models stored in memory 76. The boom operator may interact with the graphical user interface using the interface device 82, which may take the form of a mouse or keyboard. Alternatively, image analysis software may be used to automatically retrieve stored geometric models. For example, the 3-D image of the receiving aircraft 144 can be compared against the stored geometric models, whereby the closest matching geometric model is retrieved from memory 76.

[0024] The retrieved geometric model is delivered to the image generator 81. The image generator 81 then generates the geometric model image 146 at a predefined location on the boom operator display 83. The geometric model image 146 is a stick model outline 148 that includes a tracking geometric model nozzle receiver point 150. The stick model outline 148 is predefined to correspond to unique geometric features of the aircraft it represents. The tracking geometric model nozzle receiver point 150 indicates the refueling receptacle position as it corresponds to specific aircraft unique geometric features.

[0025] As shown in FIGURE 13, the geometric model image 146 is displayed overlaying the receiving aircraft image 144. In order to accomplish this overlay, the geographic model image 146 is dragged onto the real time image of the receiving aircraft 3-D image 144. Once overlaid, the tracking geometric model nozzle receiver point 150 of the geometric model image 146 and real time image nozzle receiver point 145 of the 3-D receiving aircraft image 144 are collocated. As will be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in computer graphics art, the images may be overlaid in a number of various ways. For example, the boom operator may use the boom operator interface device 82 to activate a cursor on the geographic model image 146 and drag the cursor and geometric model image 146 onto the 3-D receiving aircraft image 144. After the overlay is accomplished, the boom operator will deactivate the cursor, leaving the 3-D receiving aircraft image 144 overlaying the geographic model image 146. More than likely, when the boom operator overlays the geographic model image 146 onto the real time 3-D receiving aircraft image 144, the images will not correctly line-up. In order to improve the overlay, preferably, processor 84 includes image convergent software that adjusts the geometric model image 146 to properly match the real time 3-D receiving aircraft image 144. As shown in FIGURE 13, a proper match occurs when the stick model outline 148 overlays the components of the real time 3-D receiving aircraft image 144 that the stick model outline 148 corresponds to. The image convergent software also provides image tracking functionality. The image tracking functionality allows the geometric model image 146 to maintain a precise overlay of the real time 3-D receiving aircraft image 144 as that image moves about the refueling operator display 83.

[0026] Illumination of the director light system depends upon the processor's determination of where the tracking geometric model nozzle receiver point 150 is relative to predetermined elevation, range and azimuth zones and boundaries. FIGURE 14 illustrates the geometrical relationships of the range position of the receiver point 150 in the airspace behind and below the refueling aircraft 94 designated for refueling operations. The receiver point's range position provides information for the approach and fore/aft lightbar display 110 and 114 and the corresponding image on the boom operator's monitor 83. An initial reference point OZS is the pivot point of the refueling boom. POZ is the optimum receptacle position for refueling. The following equations are executed in the CPU 70 for determining range position of the receiver point 150.
First, the actual range $X_{RR}$, elevation $Z_{RR}$ and azimuth $Y_{RR}$ are determined. The processor 84 determines the actual range, elevation and azimuth according to receiver point's position relative to refueling pivot point $O_{ZS}$. The processor 84 analyzes geometric model image 146 as it tracks the real-time 3-D receiving aircraft image 144 and determines from this analysis the receiver receptacle contact point location $P_{RR}$ relative to pivot point $O_{ZS}$. One suitable way is to use the system available from TAU Corporation of Los Gatos, California, which integrates image analysis and photogrammetric functions with a graphical user interface. The TAU system is operable with input of a single static frame image or multiple synchronized video segments. First, the TAU system uses a least square technique for automatic matching of three or more points of a geometric model to a video image. Then, the geometric models position in 3-D space is determined according to its X, Y and Z positions and its roll, pitch and yaw attitudes. As will be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the image analysis art, the processor 84 is able to determine receiver point 150's positions in 3-D space from an analysis of the stick model outline 148. The shape, size and attitude of stick model outline 148 as it appears on the boom operator's monitor 83, as shown in FIGURE 10, provides enough information for the processor 84 to analyze and determine the position of the receiver point 150 in the 3-D space relative to a known fixed point, namely, pivot point $O_{ZS}$.

As shown in Equation 1 above, the actual elevation value $Z_{RR}$ and the radius value $R_{CB}$ for the boundaries of predefined zones determine all upper and lower zone range values. The zone boundary logic file 85 stores the boundary radius values. As shown in Equation 2, a simple logic evaluation is performed for determining which zone contains the receiver point 150. The actual range value $X_{RR}$ is compared against the predetermined zone boundary range values $X_{CB}$ and $X_{CB_{i+1}}$.
Table 1 illustrates predefined inner and outer zone boundary, columns 162 and 164 radii in inches of the 16 different zones identified by RZ1-RZ16, as shown in FIGURE 15. For example, range zone 1 (RZ1) is 15 inches thick with inner and outer boundary radii of 510 inches and 525 inches measured from the refueling probe pivot point OZS. The fourth column shows zone thickness in inches and the fifth column shows boundary radius values. The zones vary in thickness, with the boundaries located furthest away from optimum contact position having the greatest thickness. For example, the zone designated RZ4 is 13 inches thick and RZ16 is 120 inches thick. The inner boundary radius of zone RZ1 is the inner radius of the refuel envelope 100. The inner radius of zone RZ11 corresponds to the outer radius of the refuel envelope 100. The inner radius of zone RZ4 corresponds to the inner radius of the contact envelope 102. The outer radius of zone RZ7 corresponds to the outer radius of the contact envelope 102.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>XRR Location</th>
<th>Light and Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>XCB16 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB17</td>
<td>FA - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>XCB16 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB16</td>
<td>RF8 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>XCB14 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB15</td>
<td>RF7 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>XCB13 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB14</td>
<td>RF6 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>XCB12 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB13</td>
<td>RF5 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>XCB11 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB12</td>
<td>RF4 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>XCB10 &lt; XRR &lt; XCB11</td>
<td>RF3 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>XCB9  &lt; XRR &lt; XCB10</td>
<td>RF2 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>XCB8  &lt; XRR &lt; XCB9</td>
<td>RF1 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>XCB7  &lt; XRR &lt; XCB8</td>
<td>ROPT - Steady</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 illustrates the condition of lights according to the zone determined range position of the actual range value \( X_{RR} \). All approach lightbar and fore/aft lightbar illuminations are steady except in the last row. As shown in the last row, if the range value is less than the inner boundary \( X_{CB} \) of zone \( RZ_1 \), light AL is in a steady mode and light RA3 is in a blinking mode. Thus, the range information supplied to the receiving aircraft pilot via the light arrays 110 and 114 allows the pilot to quickly determine relative range position. For example, if the aircraft's receptacle is in the optimum range position \( RZ_5 \) or \( RZ_6 \), the green ROPT light is in the steady illumination mode, thereby indicating to the pilot that the range of the boom nozzle receiver 107 is in the optimum range position.

As will be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the air-to-air refueling art, boundary values may vary depending upon the types of light arrays used and the amount of information system developers wish to convey through the light arrays to the receiving aircraft pilots.

As shown in FIGURE 16, \( Z_{ON} \) is the elevation value for optimum refueling position \( P_{ON} \) as measured from a horizontal reference plane 190 that extends horizontally from refueling pivot point \( O_ZS \). Preferably, \( Z_{ON} \) is equal to 313.5 inches. \( Z_{RBP} \) is an elevation reference plane parallel to horizontal reference plane 190 at a distance of \( Z_{ON} \) from horizontal reference plane 190. All elevation zone boundaries are measured from reference plane \( Z_{RBP} \). \( \Delta Z_{BP_i} \) is a boundary plane above or below reference plane \( Z_{RBP} \) for the zone equal to \( i \). Again, \( Z_{RR} \) represents aircraft boom receiver receptacle elevation position.

\[
\Delta Z_{RR} = Z_{RR} - Z_{ON} \tag{3}
\]

The processor 84 executes Equation 3 to determine whether actual elevation \( Z_{RR} \) is above or below reference plane \( Z_{RBP} \)

\[
\Delta Z_{BP_i} < \Delta Z_{RR} < \Delta Z_{BP_{i+1}} \tag{4}
\]

Once actual elevation \( Z_{RR} \) is determined, as described above, the processor 84 executes Equation 4 to determine which elevation zone boundaries stored in the zone boundary logic file 85 contain \( \Delta Z_{RR} \).

FIGURE 17 illustrates a side view of the elevation zone boundaries. There exist four zones, HA1-HA4 in descending order above reference plane \( Z_{RBP} \). Also shown are four elevation zones, HB5-HB8 in descending order below reference plane \( Z_{RBP} \). A ninth zone exists below the lower zone boundary of zone HB8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Zone Designation</th>
<th>Upper Boundary Relative to ( Z_{RBP} ) (( \Delta Z_{BP} ))</th>
<th>Lower Boundary Relative to ( Z_{RBP} ) (( \Delta Z_{BP_{i+1}} ))</th>
<th>Boundary Value Look-Up Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above</td>
<td>Below</td>
<td>i = ( )</td>
<td>Boundary Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA1</td>
<td>-120.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-120.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA2</td>
<td>-98.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA3</td>
<td>-60.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA4</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB6</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB7</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Zone Designation</th>
<th>Upper Boundary Relative to Z_{RBP} (\Delta Z_{BP})</th>
<th>Lower Boundary Relative to Z_{RBP} (\Delta Z_{BP}^{i+1})</th>
<th>Boundary Value Look-Up Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above</td>
<td>Below</td>
<td>i = ( )</td>
<td>Boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB8</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i=</th>
<th>\Delta Z_{RR} Location</th>
<th>Light and Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{BP}^{2}</td>
<td>HA3 - Blink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{2} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{BP}^{3}</td>
<td>HA3 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{3} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{BP}^{4}</td>
<td>HA1 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{4} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR}</td>
<td>HOPT - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{5} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{BP}^{6}</td>
<td>HOPT - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{6} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{BP}^{7}</td>
<td>HB1 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{7} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR} &lt; \Delta Z_{BP}^{8}</td>
<td>HB2 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>\Delta Z_{BP}^{8} &lt; \Delta Z_{RR}</td>
<td>HB3 - Steady</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Azimuth Zone Designation</th>
<th>Outer Boundary Angle (deg)</th>
<th>Inner Boundary Angle (deg)</th>
<th>Boundary Value Look Up Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\phi_{VB}</td>
<td>\phi_{VB}</td>
<td>i= ( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>+15.0</td>
<td>+6.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>+6.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA3</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA4</td>
<td>-15.0</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in FIGURE 19, the four azimuth zones are labeled port to starboard LA4, LA3, R2, and R1. The inner and outer boundary angles in degrees relative to the reference azimuth plane are illustrated in the middle two columns of Table 5. The last column in Table 5 shows the degree value for the five zone boundary lines. Processor 84 executes Equation 5 to determine azimuth values on the boundary lines.

\[ Y_{VB_i} = X_{RR_i} \tan \theta_{VB_i} \]  

\( \theta_{VB_i} \) = angle of azimuth boundary equal to i relative to the centerline of the airplane.
Y_{VB_i} = the distance from the centerline of the airplane at a range of X_{RR} that intercepts the azimuth boundary θ_{VB_i}.

Y_{VB_i} > Y_{RR} > Y_{VB_{i+1}} \tag{6}

[0040] Once the range values that intercept the azimuth zone boundaries are known, the actual azimuth position Y_{RR} must satisfy Equation 6 to determine the zone location of the boom nozzle receiver 107.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i =</th>
<th>Y_{RR} Location</th>
<th>Light and Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y_{VB_1} &gt; Y_{RR} &gt; Y_{VB_2}</td>
<td>AL4 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Y_{VB_2} &gt; Y_{RR} &gt; Y_{VB_3}</td>
<td>AL3 - Steady; AL4 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y_{RR} = 0.0±12.0</td>
<td>AOPT - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Y_{VB_3} &gt; Y_{RR} &gt; Y_{VB_4}</td>
<td>AR2 - Steady; AR1 - Steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y_{VB_4} &gt; Y_{RR} &gt; Y_{VB_5}</td>
<td>AR1 - Steady</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0041] Table 6 displays azimuth light illumination and illumination conditions according to actual azimuth position Y_{RR} relative to the zone boundaries i = 1-5. If i is equal to three, θ_{VB} is equal to zero, thereby the boom nozzle receiver 107 is on the centerline of the aircraft. However, it would be very rare for the azimuth position of the boom nozzle receiver 107 to be equal to zero, therefore the ± 12, as shown in row i = 3 provides a centerline width of, preferably, 24 inches, 12 inches on either side of the centerline, which activates light AOPT.

X_{RR} > X_{CB_{17}} and;

Y_{VB_1} < Y_{RR} < Y_{VB_5} and \tag{7}

ΔZ_{BP_8} < ΔZ_{RR}

[0042] All lights in the lightbars 110, 112 and 114 are always illuminated at an intensity less than full illumination intensity and greater than an off state, provided the conditions of Equation 7 are met. With a low intensity illumination the receiver aircraft pilot can visually acquire the lightbars with the understanding that the receiver aircraft is not in a position to receive position information: actual range X_{RR} outside outer range boundary X_{CB_{17}}, actual azimuth value Y_{RR} outside port zone boundary Y_{VB_1} or offside starboard zone boundary Y_{VB_5}; and elevation position ΔZ_{RR} below the lower ΔZ_{BP_8} boundary.

[0043] A preferred refueling operation procedure begins with the receiver aircraft pilot achieving a stabilized position at the outer end of the approach zone. The pilot adjusts receiver aircraft elevation position to capture the optimum height light cue HOPT for nozzle receiver 107 and boom contact. Then, the receiver aircraft pilot advances through the approach zone, maintaining HOPT, until boom receiver 107 enters refuel envelope 100. Nozzle receiver range position is now visible on the fore/aft lightbar 114. The pilot continues moving the receiving aircraft forward until the light ROPT illuminates to full intensity. Lights HOPT and ROPT are illuminated at full intensity, thereby indicating nozzle receiver 107 is within the contact envelope 102.

[0044] Preferably, the lights of the director lights 88 are formed by properly colored light emitting diode (LED) arrays. As compared to incandescent lights behind colored overlays, LEDs provide improved visibility during varied lighting conditions.

[0045] While the preferred embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and described, it will be appreciated that various changes can be made therein without departing from the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A director light apparatus in operative relation to a first aircraft for providing a pilot in a second aircraft visual information regarding the second aircraft's position relative to the first aircraft; said apparatus comprising:
a 3-D camera system for generating a real time 3-D video image of the second aircraft;  
a first memory for storing at least one geometric model of at least one aircraft; a selecting means for selecting  
a stored geometric model based on the 3-D video image of the second aircraft;  
a display device for displaying said generated real time 3-D video image and said selected geometric model;  
a matching means for matching the displayed geometric model to said displayed real time 3-D video image;  
a second memory for storing predefined zone information;  
a processor for determining the position of the second aircraft relative to said stored zone information according  
to said matched geometric model and generating control signals according to said determined second aircraft  
position; and  
director lights mounted on the outside of the first aircraft for displaying position information visible to the pilot  
of the second aircraft according to said generated control signals.

2. The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein:
   said zone information comprises a predefined elevation plane, fore/aft plane and azimuth plane referenced  
from a predefined point relative to the first aircraft; and  
said control signals comprise elevation, range and azimuth signals determined according to said determined  
second aircraft position relative to said predefined elevation plane, fore/aft plane and azimuth plane, respec-
tively.

3. The apparatus of Claim 2, wherein:
   said director lights comprise an elevation light bar array, a fore/aft lightbar array and an approach lightbar array;  
said elevation light bar array illuminates according to said generated elevation signals; and  
said fore/aft lightbar array and approach lightbar array illuminate according to said generated range signals.

4. The apparatus of Claim 2, further comprising an image generator for generating:
   an elevation lightbar image according to generated elevation signals;  
a fore/aft lightbar image and an approach lightbar image according to generated range signals; and  
and an azimuth lightbar image according to generated azimuth signals on said display device.

5. The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the 3-D camera system comprises two CCD cameras mounted to the first  
aircraft for viewing the airspace below and aft of a predetermined point on the bottom of the first aircraft.

6. The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein said matching means comprises a user interactive device for matching the  
displayed geometric model to said displayed real time 3-D video image.

7. A method for generating visual information from a first aircraft to a pilot in a second aircraft regarding the second  
aircraft's position relative to the first aircraft; said method comprising:
   generating a real time 3-D video image of the second aircraft;  
storing at least one geometric model of at least one aircraft;  
selecting a stored geometric model according to the 3-D video image of the second aircraft;  
displaying said generated real time 3-D video image and said selected geometric model on a display device  
within the first aircraft;  
matching the displayed geometric model to said displayed real time 3-D video image;  
keeping predefined zone information;  
determining the position of said second aircraft relative to said stored zone information according to said  
matched geometric model;  
generating control signals according to said determined second aircraft position; and  
displaying position information visible to the pilot of the second aircraft and an operator within the first aircraft  
according to said generated control signals.

8. The method of Claim 7, wherein:
   said zone information comprises a predefined elevation plane, fore/aft plane and azimuth plane referenced  
from a predefined point relative to the first aircraft; and
said control signals comprise elevation, range and azimuth signals determined according to said determined second aircraft position relative to said predefined elevation plane, fore/aft plane and azimuth plane, respectively.

9. The method of Claim 8, further comprising:

generating an elevation lightbar image according to generated elevation signals, a fore/aft lightbar image and an approach lightbar image according to generated range signals and an azimuth lightbar image according to generated azimuth signals on said display device.

Patentansprüche

1. Führungslichtvorrichtung in funktionsfähiger Beziehung zu einem ersten Flugzeug, um einem Piloten in einem zweiten Flugzeug eine visuelle Information bezüglich einer Position des zweiten Flugzeugs relativ zu dem ersten Flugzeug bereitzustellen; wobei die Vorrichtung umfasst:

ein 3-D-Kamerasystem, um ein Echtzeit-3-D-Videobild des zweiten Flugzeugs zu erzeugen;
einen ersten Speicher, um mindestens ein geometrisches Modell von mindestens einem Flugzeug zu speichern;
Auswahlmittel, um ein gespeichertes geometrisches Modell basierend auf dem 3-D-Videobild des zweiten Flugzeugs auszuwählen;
eine Anzeigevorrichtung, um das erzeugte Echtzeit-3-D-Videobild und das ausgewählte geometrische Modell anzuzeigen;
Anpassungsmittel, um das angezeigte geometrische Modell an das dargestellte Echtzeit-3-D-Videobild anzupassen;
einen zweiten Speicher, um eine vordefinierte Bereichsinformation zu speichern;
en einen Prozessor, um die Position des zweiten Flugzeugs relativ zu der gespeicherten Bereichsinformation gemäß dem angepassten geometrischen Modell zu bestimmen und Steuersignale gemäß der bestimmten Position des zweiten Flugzeugs zu erzeugen; und
Führungslichter, welche auf der Außenseite des ersten Flugzeugs angebracht sind, um eine Positionsinformation, welche für den Piloten des zweiten Flugzeugs sichtbar ist, gemäß der erzeugten Steuersignale darzustellen.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

die Bereichsinformation eine vordefinierte Höhenebene, eine Längsrichtungsebene und eine Azimutebene bezogen auf einen vordefinierten Punkt relativ zu dem ersten Flugzeug umfasst; und
die Steuersignale die Ortshöhen-, Bereichs- und Azimutsignale umfassen, welche gemäß der bestimmten Position des zweiten Flugzeugs relativ zu der vordefinierten Orthonhenebene, Längsrichtungsebene bzw. Azimutebene bestimmt sind.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei:

die Führungslichter ein Ortshöhenlichtbalkenfeld, ein Längsrichtungslichtbalkenfeld und ein Annäherungslichtbalkenfeld umfassen;
wobei das Orthonhöhenlichtbalkenfeld gemäß der erzeugten Ortshöhensignale leuchtet; und
wobei das Längsrichtungslichtbalkenfeld und das Annäherungslichtbalkenfeld gemäß den erzeugten Bereichssignalen leuchten.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, weiter einen Bildgenerator umfassend, um zu erzeugen:

ein Ortshöhenlichtbalkenbild gemäß erzeugter Ortshöhensignale;
ein Längsrichtungslichtbalkenbild und ein Annäherungslichtbalkenbild gemäß erzeugter Bereichssignale; und
ein Azimutlichtbalkenfeld gemäß erzeugter Azimutsignale auf der Anzeigevorrichtung.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das 3-D-Kamerasystem zwei CCD-Kameras umfasst, welche an dem ersten
Flugzeug angebracht sind, um das Flugzeug unter und nach einem vorbestimmten Punkt auf dem Boden des ersten Flugzeugs zu sehen.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anpassungsmittel eine interaktive Vorrichtung für einen Benutzer umfassen, um das dargestellte geometrische Modell an das dargestellte Echtzeit-3-D-Videobild anzupassen.

7. Verfahren zum Erzeugen einer visuellen Information von einem ersten Flugzeug für einen Piloten in einem zweiten Flugzeug bezüglich einer Position des zweiten Flugzeugs relativ zu dem ersten Flugzeug; wobei das Verfahren umfasst:
Erzeugen eines Echtzeit-3-D-Videobilds des zweiten Flugzeugs;
Speichern mindestens eines geometrischen Modells von mindestens einem Flugzeug;
Auswählen eines gespeicherten geometrischen Modells gemäß dem 3-D-Videobild des zweiten Flugzeugs;
Darstellen des erzeugten Echtzeit-3-D-Videobilds und des ausgewählten geometrischen Modells auf einer Anzeigevorrichtung in dem ersten Flugzeug;
anpassen des dargestellten geometrischen Modells an das dargestellte Echtzeit-3-D-Videobild;
Speichern einer vordefinierten Bereichsinformation;
Bestimmen der Position des zweiten Flugzeugs relativ zu der gespeicherten Bereichsinformation gemäß dem angepassten geometrischen Modell;
Erzeugen von Steuersignalen gemäß der bestimmten Position des zweiten Flugzeugs; und
Darstellen einer Positionsinformation, welche für den Piloten des zweiten Flugzeugs und eine Bedienperson in dem ersten Flugzeug sichtbar ist, gemäß den erzeugten Steuersignalen.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei:
die Bereichsinformation eine vordefinierte Ortshöhenebene, Längsrichtungsebene und Azimutebene bezogen auf einen vordefinierten Punkt relativ zu dem ersten Flugzeug umfasst; und

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, weiter umfassend:
Erzeugen eines Ortshöhenlichtbalkenfeldes gemäß erzeugter Ortshöchensignale, eines Längsrichtungslichtbalkenfeldes und Annäherungslichtbalkenfeldes gemäß erzeugter Bereichsignale und eines Azimuthlichtbalkenfeldes gemäß erzeugter Azimutsignale auf der Anzeigevorrichtung.

Revendications

1. Appareil de guidage par feux en relation fonctionnelle avec un premier avion pour fournir à un pilote dans un deuxième avion des informations visuelles concernant la position du deuxième avion par rapport au premier avion ; ledit appareil comprenant :
un système de caméra 3D pour générer une image vidéo 3D en temps réel du deuxième avion ;
une première mémoire pour mémoriser au moins un modèle géométrique d’au moins un avion ;
des moyens de sélection pour sélectionner un modèle géométrique mémorisé sur la base de l’image vidéo 3D du deuxième avion ;
un dispositif d’affichage pour afficher ladite image vidéo 3D en temps réel générée et ledit modèle géométrique sélectionné ;
des moyens de mise en correspondance pour mettre en correspondance le modèle géométrique affiché avec ladite image vidéo 3D en temps réel affichée ;
une deuxième mémoire pour mémoriser des informations de zone prédéfinies ;
un processeur pour déterminer la position du deuxième avion par rapport auxdites informations de zone mémorisées conformément audit modèle géométrique mis en correspondance et pour générer des signaux de commande conformément à ladite position de deuxième avion déterminée ; et des feux de guidage montés sur l’extérieur du premier avion pour afficher des informations de position visibles par le pilote du deuxième avion conformément auxdits signaux de commande générés.
2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

lesdites informations de zone comprennent un plan d'élévation prédéfini, un plan avant/arrière et un plan azimutal référencés à partir d'un point prédéfini par rapport au premier avion ; et
lesdits signaux de commande comprennent des signaux d'élévation, de plage et d'azimut déterminés conformément à ladite position de deuxième avion déterminée par rapport, respectivement, auxdits plan d'élévation prédéfini, plan avant/arrière et plan azimutal.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

lesdits feux de guidage comprennent une barre d'ensemble de feux d'élévation, une barre d'ensemble de feux avant/arrière et une barre d'ensemble de feux d'approche ;
ladite barre d'ensemble de feux d'élévation s'allume conformément auxdits signaux d'élévation générés ; et
lesdites barres d'ensemble de feux avant/arrière et d'ensemble de feux d'approche s'allument conformément auxdits signaux de plage générés.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre un générateur d'images pour générer :

une image de barre de feux d'élévation conformément à des signaux d'élévation générés ;
one image de barre de feux avant/arrière et une image de barre de feux d'approche conformément à des signaux de plage générés ; et
une image de barre de feux d'azimut conformément à des signaux d'azimut générés sur ledit dispositif d'affichage.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le système de caméra 3D comprend deux caméras à dispositif à transfert de charge montées sur le premier avion pour voir l'espace aérien au-dessous et en arrière d'un point prédéterminé sur la partie inférieure du premier avion.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits moyens de mise en correspondance comprennent un dispositif d'utilisateur interactif pour mettre en correspondance le modèle géométrique affiché avec ladite image vidéo 3D en temps réel affichée.

7. Procédé pour générer des informations visuelles d'un premier avion vers un pilote dans un deuxième avion concernant la position du deuxième avion par rapport au premier avion ; ledit procédé comprenant :

la génération d'une image vidéo 3D en temps réel du deuxième avion ;
la mémorisation d'au moins un modèle géométrique d'au moins un avion ;
la sélection d'un modèle géométrique mémorisé conformément à l'image vidéo 3D du deuxième avion ;
l'affichage de ladite image vidéo 3D en temps réel générée et dudit modèle géométrique sélectionné sur un dispositif d'affichage dans le premier avion ;
la mise en correspondance du modèle géométrique affiché avec ladite image vidéo 3D en temps réel affichée ;
la mémorisation d'informations de zone mémorisées conformément au modèle géométrique mis en correspondance ;
la détermination de la position dudit deuxième avion par rapport auxdites informations de zone mémorisées conformément au modèle géométrique ;
l'affichage d'informations de position visibles par le pilote du deuxième avion et un opérateur dans le premier avion conformément auxdits signaux de commande générés.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :

lesdites informations de zone comprennent un plan d'élévation prédéfini, un plan avant/arrière et un plan azimutal référencés à partir d'un point prédéfini par rapport au premier avion ; et
lesdits signaux de commande comprennent des signaux d'élévation, de plage et d'azimut déterminés conformément à ladite position de deuxième avion déterminée par rapport, respectivement, auxdits plan d'élévation prédéfini, plan avant/arrière et plan azimutal.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre :
la génération d'une image de barre de feux d'élévation conformément à des signaux d'élévation générés, d'une image de barre de feux avant/arrière et d'une image de barre de feux d'approche conformément à des signaux de plage générés et d'une image de barre de feux d'azimut conformément à des signaux d'azimut générés sur ledit dispositif d'affichage.
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